URP Minutes

[URL: https://SDSU.zoom.us/j/83360146882]

Tuesday, September 27, 2022, at 2pm-3:30pm

Attendance: Bann Attiq, Brian Hentschel, Crystal Little, Mary Anne Kremicki, Rashmi Praba, Glen McClish, Godfried Asante, Amanda Wilson, Satish Sharma, Mark Reed, Bill Tong, Gregorio Ponce, David Fuhriman, Janie Chang, Wil Weston

1) URP Senate Page.: Reviewed accuracy of membership. Reviewed the website and changes (e.g., the question submission form). Discussion of how questions are handled and relation to Senate referrals. Changes were noted and communicated to the Senate Analyst and Chair of CCE.

2) Quick Introduction: Members present introduced themselves and campus/Senate roles.

3) General Overview of the Budget/Budget Process (Crystal Little).

A General Overview of the Budget process was presented by Crystal Little. Feedback is provided during the March-April time frame. However, if URP wanted to provide priorities for the coming year that would have to be during the Oct, Nov., Dec. timeframe. Crystal also presented the CSU budget and answered questions on impacts to it and it being subject to change.

4) Next Meeting: Agenda Setting for the year and addressing the first question submitted through the form (request for information).

Meeting adjourned.